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???????????????????????? 1???? Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association????????????????
Research is complete only when the results are shared with the scientiﬁc community. Although 
such sharing is accomplished in various ways, both formal and informal, the traditional medium 
for communicating research results is the scientiﬁc journal. . . . Just as investigator beneﬁts from 
the publication process, so the body of scientiﬁc literature depends for its validity on the active 
participation of individual investigators. Authors of scientific articles contribute most to the 










????????????????????????????????????? 1?? Style 
Manual??????????????????
Style Manual
Every dissertation or thesis must follow a style manual sheet that has been approved by the Thesis 
Advisor or by the students? department or program. Some examples include:
?Kate Turabian?s, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations
?The Chicago Manual of Style
?MLA Style Manual
?Council of Biology Editors Style Manual
?Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association






????????? 5?? style manual???????????????Council of Biology 
Editors Style Manual??? 4???????Chicago??Kate Turabian?s, A Manual for Writers of 
Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations; The Chicago Manual of Style??MLA?MLA Style Manual??









1883??????????????????????? Modern Language Association of 
America???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers??
?MLA Handbook?????????1977????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 7??????????Modern Language 
Association of America, 2009???????????????????????????????
????
??MLA Handbook????????????
Chapter 1.  Research and Writing ?pp.1-50?
Chapter 2.  Plagiarism and Academic Integrity ?pp.51-61?
Chapter 3.  The Mechanics of Writing ?pp.63-113?
Chapter 4.  The Format of the Research Paper ?pp.115-122?
Chapter 5.  Documentation: Preparing the List of Works Cited ?pp.123-212?
Chapter 6.  Documentation: Citing Sources in the Text ?pp.213-232?
Chapter 7.  Abbreviations ?pp.233-256?
Ch.1. Research and Writing??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????Ch.2. Plagiarism and Academic Integrity?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????Ch.3. The 
Mechanics of Writing?Ch.4. The Format of the Research Paper?Ch.7. Abbreviations???????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????









??????????????????????????????????? MLA Style Manual 




1.  Scholarly Publishing ?pp.1-32?
2.  Legal Issues in Scholarly Publishing ?pp.33-78?
3.  Basics of Scholarly Writing ?pp.79-143?
4.  Preparation of Scholarly Writing ?pp.144-154?
5.  Preparation of Theses and Dissertations ?pp. 155-162?
6.  Documentation: Preparing the List of Works Cited ?pp.163-239?
7.  Documentation: Citing Sources in the Text ?pp.240-260?
8.  Abbreviations ?pp.261-299?
1. Scholarly Publishing????????????????????????????????
???2. Legal Issues in Scholarly Publishing????????????????????????
??????????????3. Basics of Scholarly Writing?4. Preparation of Scholarly Writing?5. 
Preparation of Theses and Dissertations???? 8. Abbreviations?????????????????
???????MLA Handbook????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????6. Documentation: 
Preparing the List of Works Cited? 7. Documentation: Citing Sources in the Text?????????
?? documentation????????MLA Handbook???????
??????MLA Handbook?MLA Style Manual???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????style? documentation??????????????????????
?????MLA Handbook?MLA Style Manual??????????????????????
???????????MLA????????
APA
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association???APA?????????????
APA? American Psychological Association?????????????????????????
??????????????????????? APA???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????American 








1.  Writing for the Behavioral and Social Sciences ?pp.9-20?
2.  Manuscript Structure and Content ?pp.21-59?
3.  Writing Clearly and Concisely ?pp.61-86?
4.  The Mechanics of Style ?pp.87-124?
5.  Displaying Results ?pp.125-167?
6.  Crediting Sources ?pp.169-192?
7.  Reference Examples ?pp.193-224?
8.  The Publication Process ?pp.225-243?
1. Writing for the Behavioral and Social Sciences?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????2. 
Manuscript Structure and Content???IMRAD?Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion???
?????????????????????????????????Methods? Results?
???????????????????????????3. Writing Clearly and Concisely???
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 4. The Mechanics of Style??????????????
??????????????????? 5. Displaying Results???????????????




???????????? 2011, p.526??8. The Publication Process???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
APA?????????????????????????????? Journal Article 
Reporting Standard ?JARS? ?Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards ?MARS? ??? ?American Psychological 




????????????????? The Chicago Manual of Style??? CMOS??????
?????????????????????????????????? 1000?????
?????????????????????????University of Chicago Press, 2010????
CMOS???????????????? Chicago Style????
1937???????????????????????? Kate L. Turabian????????
???????????????????????????????? A Manual for Writers of 
Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertation??? Turabian???????????? Chicago Style 









Part I.  Research and Writing: From Planning to Production ?pp.1-130?
Part II.  Source Citation ?pp.131-280?
Part III.  Style ?pp.281-371?
Part I. Research and Writing??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???topic?? research question???? research problem??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????Part II. 














??????????American Psychological Association, 2011, p.xiii??
MLA, APA, Chicago???








Turabian????????????????????????? The Craft of Research?Booth, 














???Turabian?????????????Bibliography Style? Reference List Style?????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???MLA? APA????? Reference List Style???????????????????
????Modern Language Association of America, 2009, pp.127-128??
MLA Style ???  ?Anderson 7?
 ?????  Anderson, Ian. This Is Our Music: Free Jazz, the Sixties, and
  ?American Culture. Philadelphia: U of Pennsylvania P, 2007. Print.
  ?The Arts and Intellectual Life in Mod. Amer.
  APA Style ???  ?Anderson, 2007, p.7?
 ?????  Anderson, I. ?2007?. This is our music: Free jazz, the sixties, and
  　American culture. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press.
??? MLA??????????????????????????????? MLA 
Handbook??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????Modern Language Association of America, 2009, p.128???????




Ch 1. Research and Writing 
Ch 2.  Plagiarism and Academic 
Integrity
Ch 3. The Mechanics of Writing
Ch 4.  The Format of the Research 
Paper
Ch 7. Abbreviations
Ch 5.  Documentation: Preparing 
the List of Works Cited
Ch 6.  Documentation: Citing 




2.  Legal Issues in Scholarly 
Publishing
3. Basics of Scholarly Writing
4.  Preparation of Scholarly 
Writing
5.  Preparation of Theses and 
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Part I. Research and Writing: 
From Planning to Production
















????????????????????????MLA Handbook, MLA Style Manual????















???????????????????????????????Turabian??A Manual for 







































?????????????????????????????????? The Elements of Style
?Strunk & White, 1979??????????????????????MLA, APA, Turabian??
???????????
??
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Washington, DC: Author.
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